Instructions for Royal Gold Soil use
Coco Fiber:
Flood and Drain: Monitor pH of nutrient solution. Water 1-6 times a day depending on the size
of the plant, size of the container, and environment. Drip or run to waste: Always allow
sufficient runof. If little or no runoff occurs, decrease nutrient formula by ⅓ to ½. Amend soil at
1:1 ratio.
Feed with full strength fertilizer of your choice. Always add calcium or use a coco specific
nutrient formula. Start your plants off with a wet to dry schedule. After plants are established,
feedings can increase.
Root bound pots can be watered from 1-6 times a day depending on their size.
Tupur:
Tupur is a soil-less high porosity mix that allows the gardener to control the total nutrient
application. Tupur can be used in conventional and hydroponic style gardens and in containers
of all types. Feed 1 to 6 times a day depending on the size of your container and the size of
your plant. Use your favorite complete hydroponic or organic fertilizer at the suggested
application rate. Decrease the fertilizer rate by ⅓ to ½ if there is no run off. Get Tupur!
Kings Mix (3 Cubic foot and .75 Cubic foot plant-in bags):
Sit bag on bottom seal and shake to settle contents. Cut open bag along top seal and roll
excess plastic down. Plant directly into the exposed soil and water gently. Feed with any
complete nutrient program. Watering schedule will vary according to application and
environment.
Kings Mix (2 Cubic foot bags):
Ready for use straight out of the bag. Open bag, empty and gently pack planting container, and
gently cover seed or root ball. Water as needed. Fertilize frequently. Water and feeding
schedule will vary according to application and environment. Compatible with most complete
fertilizer programs.
Basement Mix:
Basement Mix is a coco fiber based soil-less grow medium. Use straight out of the bag, water
as needed. Fertilize frequently! Feeding schedules are dictated by size of the plant, the size of
the container, and environment. Full grown plants in one gallon pots may need to be fed daily.
Five gallon pots should be fed once every three days. Use your favorite complete nutrient line.
Decrease the fertilizer strength by ⅓ to ½ if you have little or no run off. Fertilize frequently!
Mendo Mix:
Mendo Mix is a coco fiber based potting soil. Use straight out of the bag or as a base for your
own special mix. For use in containers of all sizes. Water one to three times a week depending
on size of the container, size of plant and environment. Feed as needed!

